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You sustainability marketing and communication plan, in five steps
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Many stakeholders want to hear about your 

sustainability messages, for but different reasons

Be clear who you have written your messages 

for, so you can speak to their needs



Who is your target audience? 

A. Corporate client HQ

B. Corporate visitor

C. Leisure visitor

D. Neighbour/resident

E. Staff

F. NGO

G. Hotel’s head office

H. Investor

I. OTA

J. Destination authority

K. Media

L. Potential employees
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What is the risk?
1. Will seek for sustainable products, call out 

greenwashing
2. Will use information to inform choice when 

presented
3. Expect you are already doing it- hygienic factor
4. Will avoid purchasing from you because you 



Good news! Everyone says we love sustainability ☺
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The stats you need to be careful about

46% don’t want to think about being green - they want to relax

33% believe sustainability claims are often ways to save money and/or reduce service

15% think a hotel run sustainably will be less comfortable than one without green credentials

How do you respond to these?
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Bad news! We are all hypocrites 

Behaviour locus 

• We morally justify flying in order to do our job, ironically often to teach others how to be sustainable

• We sanitise language by saying that we are just popping over to the Leuven for a conference

• Exonerative comparison allows us to identify other people in the room that flew further than us

Agency locus

• We displace responsibility by blaming flying on our employers, the conference organisers, the need to attend 

conferences in order to do our job

• We also diffuse responsibility by saying that all other sustainability experts are also flying (probably to the very 

same conference).

Outcome locus

• Limit our moral obligation by minimising, ignoring or misconstruing the impacts of flying

• The recipients of the negative impacts from flying are depersonalised, marginalised and potentially even blamed for 

their destiny

• The messengers of bad news are derogated and discredited
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➢ Higham, J. & Font, X. (2020) Decarbonising academia: confronting our climate 

hypocrisy, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, 28(1) 1-9.



Reactance to climate change

Consumerism

Individuals value their perceived freedom to make 

choices and why they react negatively to any 

threats to their freedom

1. Deny the threat of climate 
change

2. Realign tensions arising from 
travel

3. Apportion blame for the 
impacts of travel, 

4. Increase demand, particularly 
with respect to threatened 
destinations

5. Dismiss value of threatened 
behaviour



Be clear what response or change that you 
are hoping for from your customers 



What is your objective?

1. To make customers feel good (you do the work, they do not change)

2. To raise awareness and change behaviour (be gentle, they are having fun)

3. To improve satisfaction

4. To get repeat customers

5. To generate recommendations

6. To increase expenditure of current customers

7. To get first time customers (the hardest- do it last)

Target- and measure- one objective only per action
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And why haven’t you thought about this already?



What is the behaviour change that you seek with this message?
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Let’s start by understanding why you are NOT telling

Companies greenhush, to not seem incompetent

➢ Font, X., Elgammal, I. and Lamond, I. (2017) Greenhushing: the deliberate under communicating of 

sustainability practices by tourism businesses, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, 25(7) 1007-1023.



But yes, other companies greenwash
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25% of what you communicate is not happening

Font, X. Walmsley, A., Cogotti, S. McCombes, L. and Häusler, N. (2012) Corporate social 

responsibility: the disclosure-performance gap, Tourism Management. 33: 1544-1553.

To gain legitimacy

To create public commitment to act

There used to be little comeback, actually

But few media and customer voices make a 

lot of noise

And recent legislation in UK, Europe, 

Australia is tightening things up

Greenwashing: CMA puts businesses on 

notice - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Solution? Do not use the S word, but 

communicate experiences to customers

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/greenwashing-cma-puts-businesses-on-notice


Often your communication is immaterial to your stakeholders

Only 18 of 50 largest hotel groups in the world produce CSR reports-

and they do not respond to stakeholder expectations

➢ Guix, M., Bonilla-Priego, M. & Font, X. (2018) The process of sustainability reporting in international 

hotel groups: an analysis of stakeholder inclusiveness, materiality and responsiveness, Journal of 

Sustainable Tourism, 26(7) 1063 – 1084.



Start small, with customer benefits: taste and trust
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And Vienna has plenty of local food heroes
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Customer benefits: sense of ownership, engagement

Bedruthan Steps Hotel (Cornwall) explains to 

customers at the point of booking that they 

encourage guest donations to responsible 

causes (while highlighting that the hotel also 

does their bit). 

£5 opt-out donation per booking:

– Option 1: Carbon offsetting

– Option 2: Surfers Against Sewage

– Option 3: Community Fund



Ecolabel provides reassurance, but customer benefit message is central

Eye-tracking: visual 

processing and attention

captured by a special eye 

tracking camera
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Be clear about the impression you want to create –

with your sustainability policy, photos, text...



Who benefits from the actions you plan to communicate?

Let’s classify your sustainability actions first, according to the most immediate beneficiary

1. Your business saves money

2. Your customer will have a better experience

3. The planet and society 
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Can you match target audiences and sustainability communication benefits?

1. Fun/participation- what can I do? 

2. Cultural immersion- get to know the real destination

3. Better service- make me feel special! 

4. Trust/risk- we are here for you

5. Empathy- we think alike

6. Modern- eco-technology

7. Status- Look at me

8. Ethical- good potential employer, reliable partner, low risk 
investment

9. Guilt alleviation- Don’t worry, we take care of it 

10. Hygienic factors- we comply with the law/ RFP T&Cs

11. Out of jail card- Reputational risk basics are covered, we 
are not the slowest gazelle

A. Corporate client HQ

B. Corporate visitor

C. Leisure visitor

D. Neighbour/resident

E. Staff

F. NGO

G. Hotel’s head office

H. Investor

I. OTA

J. Destination authority

K. Media

L. Potential employees



Sustainability needs to contribute to their key purchasing attributes, not compete with them

QUALITY

PRICE

LOCATION

CONVENIENCE

NOVELTY

RISK…

SUSTAINABILITY
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Redesign your offering, and communicate it better



It’s easy to photograph unsustainability 
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Most hotels with green credentials do not look like this
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But sustainable hotels don’t look different

Corporate

Large

Target business travellers

High customer satisfaction

Above average price

Do not look sustainable

Ask yourself the same question about 

attractions, transport, and the destination 

overall
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Why don’t you go by bike?



Integrate sustainability as part of quality 

through the channels you already use. 
1. Certification and awards

2. Online and offline press

3. Your website

4. Social media

5. Online distribution channels



Best car free holiday page, because you planned everything
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Communicate sustainability as quality and emotionally

Angela proudly won… 
She can’t wait to serve it…



Nudge users (to return)



Experiment with your communications

Current message: 

Every day, in hotels all over the 

world, tons of towels are washed 

and washing powder is used, 

which contaminates the water. 

Please decide!

New best message:

Reuse me tomorrow.

Just like at home.
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Test conducted:
English, German and Spanish text 
9,790 guests nights

38%

56%

Large towel                  Small towel

49%

43% In the test hotel (large) 

525,600 guest nights per year

56,474 large towels saved

69,616 small towels saved

129,000 litres of water

3,114 kWh energy savings

1,676 kg CO₂

€ 13,755 (before cost of living crisis)



Use non-written communication, and make the behaviour easy



The seasonality of your website

When do photos say I should come next?

Blog/social media- what to look forward to

Get better photos. Seriously

Be your own tourist information centre. 

Things to do 

– per season

– for free

– real treats

– when it rains

– from our doorstep



You market your company all the time

Help customers make informed decisions

1. Prior to booking/purchase

2. Between booking and arrival

3. On arrival

4. During the stay/visit

5. After the stay/visit



Prior to booking/purchase 
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While you are consuming the product: real time feedback
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On site, as part of your experience design 
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Enhance your experience, with human to human meaningful communication

London Lancaster Hotel sustainability is behind the scenes

Concierge info: 

– limo & taxi companies using hybrid vehicles (geo fuel)

– display and promote cycle hire, 

– Jogging map

– Green London attraction brochures

This becomes a route to communicate our much wider and 
deeper policies and practices.



After the visit: aim for the heart, not the head



Takeaway points

Sustainability is an abstract concept, that will mean 

different things to different markets and different 

products. Play down the S word, unpack it to have 

100 different messages

Beware customer scepticism, back up your claims

Work with supply chain and deliver consistently
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It’s often seen as a “Hygienic factor” by buyers, 

but wrongly believed to be a USP by suppliers

Reposition sustainability to signal “Fulfilling 

authentic experience”, using social identity to 

reinforce sense of belonging and ownership
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